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96 FICTION:

This country being so polite, the American hadn’t expected 
to hear a lovers’ quarrel catch fire, and in English. No, you 
be quiet, you cannot call me that; people are listening. Jesus, 
you can be a cunt sometimes… The man in the argument 
happened to turn; the American felt caught in the focus of 
his seething face. This was happening at Sushi Maven.

The American had been in the Emirates—reluctantly, 
bewilderedly—for two years. It’s the stupid old expat 
story: Ambition lifted him in its 
fist and carried him across oceans, 
then let go. By now, there were few 
American acquaintances in his life, 
and zero Emiratis. He’d decorated 
his oversized Abu Dhabi apartment 
with knickknacks with the vain 
hope of fostering a signature style. 
News from America reached him 
these days only as a muted echo. 
Every night, a white smear of moon 
on the dark Gulf.

The sushi-restaurant argument 
was raging—the Emirati man get-
ting louder. The woman spoke in an 
earnest, unleavened English: Please, 
let us not quarrel when others may 
hear. Her round cheeks were flushed.

Later that night the American’s 
date—a woman named Azeeza—
said to him: “Why’d you keep 
ees-droping?” Like most couples, 
they enjoyed turning over another 
couple’s fight to examine it from dif-
ferent angles. “You were complicit, 
Chuck,” she said.

Giant-pencil minarets stood here and there, prodding 
the low sky.

Well, ok. Zero Emiratis was no longer exactly true. There 
was this date, tonight, and for many recent nights: Azeeza.

Azeeza and Chuck now sat cramped in a hire-car jolting 
along the skirts of tall, bright, hollow Abu Dhabi. Was 
Azeeza just a date? That was a question.

“You’re making believe you don’t see it,” Chuck was 
saying, “but it’s obvious. That woman was innocent in the 
fight.” He often found himself speaking to her in tortured 
syntax, as if half-translating himself into something or 
someone different, more foreign.

They drove along Corniche Street, which followed the 
turns of the coastline like a little sister. Why the Emirates, 

of all places? Why was he here, again? The radio was going: 
What does it mean to hear a hip-hop song called “Talk Dirty 
to Me” in a country where obscenity is legally banned?

At the intersection of well-lighted Al Khaleej Al Arabi Street, 
the American saw someone he missed, or thought he missed, in 
every Westerner’s face. Oh, the strange, unknowable Emirates!

Abu Dhabi seemed a hollow city because some of it 
was, in the most literal way. (Dust now rose like smoke as 

the hire-car shuddered to a stop in 
front of Chuck’s high-rise apartment. 
Dust and sand, and he and Azeeza 
stepped out into it.) Not long ago, 
when the city now around him was 
nothing but dunes, the ruling Zayed 
family had busied the horizon with 
uninhabitable shell-buildings, a kind 
of “insta-skyline.” These shell-build-
ings were just that—façades built in 
the hopes of luring foreign inves-
tors. The entire city was Chuck’s 
age or younger, though many real  
buildings had since taken the place 
of the façades. Still, there remained 
whole blocks of dummies, shells 
about as sturdy as the faux town in 
Blazing Saddles.

They were relaxing in his 
tentatively ornamented apart-
ment of naked windows and local 
tchotchkes. He walked two overfull 
glasses of Bekaa Valley wine toward 
the sofa that would open into a bed 
once this discussion ended, unless 

it ended badly.
Red, white, and blue rhinestones sparkled up the legs of 

Azeeza’s jeans; she’d sewn them there. “The woman,” Azeeza 
was saying. “Perhaps she just wanted a new coat or hat?”

“Please. The guy was one of those—you-knows. Old, 
gross, uh,” Chuck said. “Never even been out of the Gulf 
a day in his life. He works for the—spice industry.” He 
spoke with the air of a wild guesser: squinting, finding taffy 
to stretch inside every few syllables. “Guy has no time for 
romance because he—takes pride in being a V.P. of, of…”

He trailed off. 
“No,” Azeeza said. Her t-shirt’s neckline gave a clear 

view of the scoop of her collarbone. “This woman was a 
calculator. Is that the way one says it? She understood the 
power of tears, this woman.”
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